
Long Jump flight 15. October 2020 

In Cameron A-140 G-CHXF 

Pilots: Allie and Nick Dunnington 

Retrieve crew: Caroline Fox and Steve Richards 

 

 

Take off place: North Cotes airfield, near Grimsby 

Take off time: 7.53 local 



Total flight duration: 6:20 hrs 

Landing time: 14.10 

Landing location: Banbury, Aynho, Charlton Road 

Distance flown: 118 statue miles 

The story: 

This was the first time that Nick Dunnington and I as a team took part in this challenge. And what a brilliant challenge it was!! So let me start 

with saying: “Thank you Robin for organizing this race every year and hope we can keep it going! “ 

Being somehow both slight greenhorns, we tried our best to prepare for our flight by sorting warm clothes, instruments, maps, food and drink 

and most importantly: crew and the weather!  

Looking at the forecast, Thursday the 15th sounded like it might allow us a good long run starting from the North Coast of Lincolnshire and 

hopefully heading all the way back to Bristol or even further. Winds were supposed to come from the north-east with a faster gradient coming 

from more easterly directions. 

Studying the air charts, we realized that we had to be careful not to get caught heading too close to Birmingham as they are very twitchy about 

their airspace and it would certainly make our life very difficult. We had prepared a transponder and I studied the usage of it until late at night 

whilst Nick was in charge of sorting out cylinders. Not too many, preferably the most light-weight such as Titaniums etc but also not too few. 

And how best to strap them all in? 

 



Nick says, “1st photo: what people think Long-Jump pilots do the night before flight, 2nd picture – reality!” Phil and Allie studying the transponder 

We chose to use our Cameron 140. Great space, great size. With crew sorted, thanks to Steve and Caroline, the plan was to drive up to North 

Cotes airfield leaving Bristol at 2am!! The night was short and the drive turned out to be longer than expected due to motorway lane closures! 

As we finally arrived on the strip (with kind permission of the airfield manager), we found a quite strong northerly wind blowing slightly across 

the runway. Donna Nook firing range surrounded our launch site, but we had clearance from the Range officer. 

Since there wasn’t any shelter, we had to put up with it and prepared the balloon as quickly as we could hoping to launch with sunrise 

(7.30am). All equipment strapped in, burners checked, I started the inflation but had to rip out after a strong gust hit us with violence. Starting 

again after reassembling everything I managed to get the balloon up and we soon clipped the quick release and shot off! What a relief! 

 

 

Now the fun part: flying along over the endless wide fields of the Wolds was wonderfully relaxing and after an hour hands-on the burner we 

swapped sides and Nick took over control whilst I studied the air charts and tried to make contact with a military base ahead of us. The crew in 

the meantime followed us on our heels and witnessed many amazed residents who probably have never seen a balloon in this area! Looking 

back at our take off winds, we know why!! 



 

 

The sun came out and I really enjoyed just staring out from the basket into this vast flat countryside. Silence. Shadows of nearly barren trees, 

little water canals, ducks, some hares and deer running over the fields. Time for breakfast and a tiny sip of coffee. One of my biggest worries 

when we went on our aeroplane/balloon expeditions was the fact that the Beech didn’t have a toilet on board and we had long sectors of the 

Arctic to cross. This flight was posing similar problems. What to do? Having learnt my ‘ropes’ from that trip, I had prepared for my little plastic 

Tupper-ware box and bags. But weirdly enough, not in a total of 6 and a half hours, did I ever feel the urge despite my coffee and cup soup! 

 



 

 

Time literally flew and I couldn’t believe how quick another hour, another swap between me and Nick, was up. Establishing contact with various 

military stations and coming closer to … we suddenly heard a roaring sound. Then we saw them: two military jets in a dog-fight at around 

5000ft just to the east of us! Later on during the flight we were sometimes greeted by small private planes coming to say hello and waggling 

their wings at us. 

 



Navigation and decision-making on how best to plan forward was certainly the biggest challenge: shall we still fly lower and slower but having a 

better heading to avoid Birmingham and should be go higher and catch the faster but more easterly winds? In the end we decided to hold out 

until we passed Northampton. Unfortunately, by this time, we could see dark skies forming to the north and east of us. 

  

Those clouds went darker and darker and for sure a big rain storm was forming behind us and now to be seen on the radar and mentioned in 

various TAFs. Argh, decision time: stop and land or risk the weather? We both agreed without too much hesitation albeit a big sad drop in our 

hearts: it was time to make an precautionary landing as soon as possible! 

 



 

Nick being at the controls and both of us scanning the upcoming terrain we finally selected a big field just north of Oxford/Banbury. As the 

balloon touched down at 12-14kt Nick quite cleverly didn’t immediately use the RDS to deflate the balloon as we wanted to ‘bounce’ closer to 

the farm and what looked like a track. This action was successfully accomplished and resulted in 235 steps of ‘bump’.  

Our fantastic crew were right behind us and didn’t take too long to find permission from the landowner to enter the field. Swiftly packing up we 

searched for a pub to celebrate our adventure but all the pubs were shut! Thursday afternoon 3pm. Bad time. Luckily we had plenty of our own 

stock and found a little park to unpack the picnic and celebratory bottle. As we said our ‘cheers’, the heavens opened and it started to rain. 

During the two hour drive back to Bristol though the skies cleared again and the rest of the evening was gin clear and beautifully calm. A further 

pint at our favourite ‘ballooning’ pub by the docks, the Nova Scotia, drowned our slight disappointment of not having been able to fly further. But 

we all agreed: it was a fabulous experience and a flight not to be forgotten. 

So be careful: the Long Jump can be addictive! See you next year! 

 

 

 

Flight report: 



Time Pilot Winds Weather position RT/digitool fuel 

       

7.53 Allie take off 
(second 
attempt) 

18kt 210 
700ft/20kt 
207/2000ft 

Fair, Sct clouds North Cotes  2x 60lt 
2x 45 
1x 50 alu (take off) 
4 x 60 titanium 

8.50 Nick 16kt/196 
deg/1000ft 

  Called RAF Conningsby 
120.80 no response 

Second tank (60l) 

9.20 Breakfast 
for Allie 

19kt/201/500ft  Enter MATZ  3rd cylinder (45l) 

9.35  18kt/ 197/ 360ft Nice and sunny, 
mild 

No movements 
on airfield below 

  

9.50 Allie fly 17kt/203/ 500ft  Calling 
Cottesmore 
127.350 

 Small cylinder 25% 

10.03  13kt/173/ 200ft    4th cylinder (45l) 

10.15  15kt/ 199/ 700ft   Digitool first bar gone  

10.50 Nick fly 17kt/ 195/ 900ft     

11.15     Calling Wittering 119.675 
finally successful. Not 
below 2500ft. 

 

11. 25  20kt/225/ 3180ft Clouds gradually 
catching up from 
the North 

Passing Ibruck 
Reservoir 

Requesting to descent  

11.40  20kt/ 214/ 1555ft 
… 18kt/223/ 
1800ft 

  Leaving Wittering 
frequency 

 

11.50 
 

 Allie fly      

12.20  13kt/ 210/ 790ft     

12.30 
 

 14kt/ 210/ 1300f    Change tank (60l) 

12.50 Nick fly   Passing 
Northhampton 

DBI down to 3 bars  



to the West 
Althorp Estate 

13.05  15kt/ 217/ 2500ft Cold under cloud 
and rain to the 
East. Dark clouds 

   

13.40  19kt/ 206/ 1278ft Getting 
increasingly 
worried about rain 
storm behind and 
to the East 

3km N/E of 
Banbury calling 
to check on 
crew 

  

13.50  16kt/ 203/ 1000ft Nearing Oxford. 
Debating whether 
to call them or 
land before 

   

14.07 Nick landing 14kt. 225 paces 
drag over field 

Banbury OX 173 
AW. Charlton 
Road. Farm? 
52.003814-
1.241423 
 

Getting very 
gusty and pitch 
dark clouds to 
north and East. 
Rain to start 
after 45min post 
landing… later 
clearing again 
on drive to 
Bristol! 

  

       

 

Total distance: 185km or 116.79 miles 



 

 



 



 


